Online Campaign Intern (m/f/d)  
Internship, Aachen, 40 hours

-OUR VISION-
To create significant, positive change in the world!
By delivering what will make millions happier and by building a global, market-leading company soon to be synonymous for its market.

-OUR MISSION-
To become the premier destination for premium +size fashion worldwide

OUR PACKAGE FOR YOU
● Be part of the navabi success story while we are on our way to become the Nr.1 Premium Plus size fashion retailer worldwide.
● You are a part of our international team and your skills can add value to navabi.
● Be a navabi rebel and change the world with us!
● At navabi you will be given lots of freedom and great responsibilities. This way we get the best of ourselves.
● Transparency, honesty and trust identify us as a team and we love to celebrate our success together.

YOUR NAVABI CHALLENGE
● You support the trading team in selecting product styles that match campaign objectives and create an assortment for our customers
● You actively help by updating product prices for campaigns and check if correct prices are shown in the shop
● Thereby, also the identification of slow moving items belongs to your tasks as they support online merchandising
● Conducting the necessary campaigning plans to increase the sale velocity belong to your area of responsibility
● With your preparations, you create a substantiated basis with our trading specialists

YOUR BACKGROUND
● You are studying business administration or others and ideally you could already deepen your knowledge in prior internships
● Your analytical skills and affinity to numbers as well as your practiced handling of MS-Office, especially Excel, characterise you
● Further, you have good English skills and a confident manner with a positive appearance
● Last but not least, you love what you do!

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED? Send your application to careers@navabi.de